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Artificial barriers in Josephson junctions make it possible to change the height and
width of the barrier independently. This technique can be realized in high-Tc Josephson
junctions using the ramp technique. In this article the fabrication of ramp-type junc
is discussed and the importance of the morphology of the ramp is pointed out. De
investigations are described which address the surface roughness and the damage
ion-beam structuring of ramps. It is shown that hard masks can significantly improv
the ramp quality by reducing the ion impact angle. Furthermore, annealing of the s
structured ramps leads to unit cell steps enforcing a step-flow growth mode.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The possibility to apply artificial epitaxial barri-
ers makes ramp-type junctions especially attract
as Josephson junctions in high-Tc superconducting
electronics.1 A-b-plane geometry allows for a wide
range of coupling strengths between junction electrod
from direct superconducting coupling over tunneling
insulation, depending on the height and thickness
a homoepitaxial barrier. In contrast,c-axis coupling is
much weaker and in general Josephson currents ca
be observed. Deposition of layers from the top giv
a much higher degree of control, because in that c
standard deposition methods can be used and one
easily vary the barrier thickness and material. Ram
type junctions combine in that sense the advantages
planar design with the strong coupling in the a-b-plan

Since the first publication on ramp-type junction
immense progress has been made. The characteri
of the junctions can be tailored by changing the ba
rier thickness and/or doping the barrier material, e.
Ga-doping of PrBa2Cu3O72d. However, the electrical
characteristic of the ramp-type junction is still not repr
ducible enough for medium scale integration (more th
100 junctions on one chip). This holds especially true
one compares the junction spread from run to run. One
the reasons is the quality of the ramp, which relies a gr
deal on anex-situ etching procedure. Furthermore, th
homoepitaxial growth of the barrier material on (etche
ramps is not trivial. With the present fabrication metho
a minimum thickness of 8–10 nm is required to ensu
coverage of the whole junction area.2 Another aspect
is the possible segregation of doped species leading
inhomogeneous electrical properties.

In this contribution we are looking in more deta
into the materials aspects of the ramp-type junction. Ea
process step has been studied extensively to improve
J. Mater. Res., Vol. 12, No. 11, Nov 1997
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reproducibility and quality of the ramp-type junction
Starting with the etching procedure, we look into th
growth process on ramps and the influence of et
damage on this growth.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Junction fabrication

In the optimization of junction properties and re
producibility of ramp-type junctions, it is necessary t
carefully analyze the fabrication process, in order
see which aspects need improvement or adjustme
In Fig. 1 the geometry of a ramp-type junction i
given. The fabrication starts with the deposition o
the base-electrode and isolation (or buffer) layer. Bo
should be of high orientational (epitaxy on a sing
crystal substrate) and structural quality. The critic
temperature of the base electrode is important beca
it determines in combination with the top electrode th
maximum operation temperature of the junction. I
homogeneous superconducting properties throughout
film (caused by impurities or defects) cause irregulariti
in the barrier-superconductor interface. Surface roug
ness caused by outgrowths or holes can lead to sh
between the top and base electrodes, thus distorting
Josephson behavior. With ion beam etching, outgrow
or holes leave imprints in the ramp, causing irregulariti
in the ramp surface.

In the next step, the ramp is structured. This
the most crucial part in the fabrication of ramp-typ
junctions. Up till now, different approaches have bee
realized by a number of different groups. Among them

(i) Shadow mask deposition.3–5 In this case the ramp
is formed during deposition of the base layers, and
separate step to structure a ramp is necessary. It
however, very difficult to control the junction area an
 1997 Materials Research Society
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FIG. 1. Schematic procedure of preparation process of ramp-t
junctions.

the thickness of the buffer layer. An advantage is th
the whole process can be performedin situ.

(ii) Chemical etching.6,7 After deposition of a photo-
resist or ZrO mask, a ramp is etched using chemi
etching with, e.g., Br-ethanol solution. This leads to ve
small ramp angles (2±–3±). The advantage is that the
stoichiometry of the surface layer is not changed duri
etching, provided there is a very pure crystalline ba
layer. If this is not the case, then the etching rate w
not be homogeneous throughout the film and the surf
quality will drastically decrease.

(iii) Ion beam etching.1,8–10 After deposition of an
etch mask, e.g., photoresist or metal, the ramp is etc
by an ion beam that strikes the sample at a cert
angle. The angle of the ramp has to be well belo
45± to obtain good epitaxial growth of the barrier an
the top layer, to prevent tilting of thec-axis, and to
enable crystal continuity.7 To obtain a homogeneous
junction area, the angle should not vary too mu
along the ramp. The main problem in this metho
is the distortion of the surface layer during the io
bombardment. Furthermore, the sample has to be ta
out of vacuum after structuring the ramp to remove t
photoresist, exposing the surface to air and humidity

After structuring the ramp, the barrier and the to
electrode are deposited in one run. The ramp surf
should provide a good seed layer for the barrier. Surfa
roughness of the ramp will prevent homogeneous cov
age of the ramp by the barrier material and can lead
short circuits. A reduction of the superconducting pro
erties near the interface due to distortions in the ra
surface layer can be caused by the etching process o
J. Mater. Res., Vol. 12
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diffusion of the barrier material into the superconduct
and can lead to a boundary resistance. This resista
between the barrier and the superconductor reduces
superconductive coupling between the electrodes. S
boundary resistance can also be caused by stress
to a lattice mismatch between the barrier and electro
materials. As mentioned before, the thickness and
electrical properties of the barrier (e.g., barrier heigh
determine the properties of the junction. To be ab
to grow very thin barriers and avoid a large bounda
resistance, the barrier material should have good lat
match to the base layer, and should give a good cover
of the ramp even at very small thickness. Therefore
should preferably grow in the layer-by-layer mode, or
case of the ramp surface, in step-flow mode.

In a further step, the overlap of the top electrod
over the base electrode is (partly) removed by ion be
etching. This overlap (see Fig. 1) forms a parallel pla
capacitor parallel to the junction, and thus influenc
the behavior of the junction. The contribution of th
capacitance to the total capacitance of the junction wo
be quite large (up to 50% of the total capacitanc
depending on the size of the overlap and the dielec
properties of the buffer layer.10

Finally, the geometric structure of the junction
(e.g., the widths) and contact paths on the sample
determined.

III. RESULTS

A. Ramp-etch procedure

The morphology of the ramped surface is depend
on the quality of the layer into which the ramp i
etched as well as on the actual etching procedure.
this study two different methods for the fabrication o
high-Tc superconducting thin films were used: pulse
laser deposition (PLD) and off-axis RF-magnetro
sputter deposition. As substrates, in both cases 53

10-mm [100] SrTiO3 (STO) single crystals were used
For PLD a KrF laser (248 nm) with an energy densi
of 15 mJymm2 (spot sizes of 7.5–8.0 mm2) and a
repetition rate of 2 or 5 Hz was applied. The oxyge
pressure during deposition was 0.15–0.23 mbar. T
deposition rate was 0.1 nm per pulse, and the subst
was heated to a temperature of 720–780±C. After
deposition, the chamber was filled with oxygen
atmospheric pressure, and the substrate was co
down to room temperature via the following coolin
trajectory: 15 min at 500±C and 15 min at 400±C.

In off-axis RF-magnetron sputter deposition we us
a mixture of Ar and O2 (ratio 15 : 20) with a pressure
between 10 and 20 Pa. Traces of H2O vapor of about
0.1 Pa were added in order to stabilize the proce
The substrate was heated to 770±C. Stoichiometric
REBa2Cu3O72d targets were used, mounted on cathod
, No. 11, Nov 1997 2953
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with cylindrical magnetrons. The RF power was 90 W
13.56 MHz. The substrate is placed off-axis to preve
resputtering by bombardment with highly energetic io
that are accelerated in a direction normal to the targ
The deposition rate in this setup is about 50 nmyh.

The difference in deposition rate between sput
deposition and PLD leads to differences in the mo
phology of the thin films. The grain size of sputte
deposited films is much larger than that of laser deposi
films (400 nm–1mm and 50–200 nm, respectively). In
sputter deposited films the main growth process involv
is spiral growth, whereas in PLD films the growt
spirals are not that clearly visible, and it resembles mo
Stranski–Krastanov growth.

The etching of the ramp structure is done by io
beam etching with a 3 cm ion (Kaufman) source. T
obtain only singly ionized Ar, the cathode voltage
kept at 40 V. Typical parameters used are a discha
voltage of 40 V, beam voltages of 50 V for cleanin
of the material (low etch rate), 500 V for ramp etchin
and 1000 V for etching of sharp metal mask-edges. T
accelerator voltage was kept at 100 V and the be
current at 10 mA. To prevent excessive heating of t
sample, the source is pulsed (8 s on, 10 s off).

The quality and the angle of the ramp is predom
nantly determined by the properties of the etching ma
used. An important factor is the etch rate of the mask (s
Fig. 2). As the thickness of the mask decreases dur
etching, the shadow region of the mask becomes sma
resulting in a more shallow angle of the ramp (a)
compared to the angle of incidence of the ion beam (b).

a  arctan

µ
1

1 1 x
tan b

∂
,

with x 
etching rate mask
etching rate film

.

The difference betweena and b is the impact angle
g, with which the ion beam strikes the ramp surfa
area. In Fig. 3 this impact angle is plotted against t

FIG. 2. Influence of the mask etch rate to the ramp angle.
2954 J. Mater. Res., Vol. 1
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FIG. 3. Impact angleg as a function of the actual ramp for mask
with different etching rates, withx  etching rate maskyetching rate
film.

ramp angle for masks with different etching rates. If on
for example, considers photoresist, which has an etch
rate two times as large as REBa2Cu3O72d (x  2), g
becomes very large, especially in the region of intere
the ramps used in ramp type junctions usually have
anglea ø 10–30±. Consequently, fabricating a ramp b
using photoresist, the ramp area is etched with an imp
angle of 20–30±. This results in a significant etch rate
as shown in Fig. 4, in which the angular dependen
of the etching rate is plotted. As can be seen fro
Fig. 3, the impact angle and thus the surface dam
can significantly be reduced by using harder masks.

B. Annealing of ion milled and cleaned ramps

To verify the effect of the impact angle on the quali
of the ramp surface, different samples were prepared
applying a photoresist mask with a grating image align
with the crystal axis of the YBa2Cu3O72d . The ramps
were etched under an angleb of 45±.

After etching the ramp and removing the photoresi
the sample was cleaned by the standard etching proc
The cleaning improves the interface quality of the ram
significantly, as verified by ramp-type junctions withou

FIG. 4. Dependence of etch rate on angle of incidence for YBaCu
2, No. 11, Nov 1997
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barrier. In this configuration, reduction of the critica
current density is caused by interface defects, and
measure of the total amount of damage that is cau
during etching.11

To enable reconstruction of the surface layer
enhancing the surface mobility, the freshly etch
ramps were annealed at a temperature and oxy
pressure below the stability line in the phase diagram
YBa2Cu3O72d

12 (0.1 mbar oxygen for 1 h at 800±C),
and subsequently cooled in 200 mbar oxygen to ro
temperature.

Using fresh and sharp AFM tips, pictures as sho
in Fig. 5 could be observed. In this figure the deflecti
data (derivative of the height or error-signal mode)
the AFM image is given. This deflection mode provid
a sensitive edge detection technique. Small structu
are visible on top of the whole film, leading to a
overall increase of the roughness. Typical sizes of th
features are about 20–40 nm in width and about 10
high. They originate from the damaged surface lay
during annealing, or degradation due to contact w
air. In order to remove amorphous material, a chemi
etching procedure (10 s in ethylenediaminetetraac
acid, EDTA) after the ion milling and prior to the anne
and crystallization step was applied. However, it did n
reveal a clear difference in the AFM data. Again featur
were visible over the whole treated area; see Fig. 6. T
indicates that the etching procedure does not lead to
amorphization of the surface.

In order to further investigate the effect of the io
milling procedure on the surface morphology, samp

FIG. 5. Deflection AFM micrograph of a ramp surface of YBaCu
after etching, cleaning, and annealing for 1 h at 800±C and 0.1 mbar
oxygen pressure.
J. Mater. Res., Vol. 12
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were directly annealed for 1 h at 700±C and 0.1 mbar
O2 and compared with samples treated with the sam
annealing procedure after a cleaning by 2 pulses
500 eV and 10 pulses of 50 eV of Ar1 ions. The result
is shown in Fig. 7. The left part shows the result afte
annealing only: the film looks exactly like a fresh film
whereas on the right part (with a cleaning step) th
damage is clearly visible. In fact, AFM data directly afte
ion milling (without anneal step) already showed th
increase in roughness. There was no difference betw
films made with sputter deposition and PLD.

The nature of the features that appear on the s
face after etching is unknown. The features resemb
structures that are reported in the literature to be Y2O3

grains.13 With scanning Auger we observed in the etche
surface a reduction of the Cu content of about 60%.

The main conclusion from the experiments on io
milling of ramps and thin films is that the surface
of REBa2Cu3O72d is severely damaged by the etchin
procedure. This damage is visible as a modification
the surface, leading to a disordered and rough surfa
No relation is seen between the energy of the sputter io
and the appearance of the damage. As far as junct
fabrication is concerned, this can seriously hamper t
growth of thin barriers. Minimization ofg, which can
be done by using hard etching masks, reduces the
bombardment and leads to less damage at the ra
surface.

C. Hard etching masks

Applying hard etching masks (e.g., TiN), ramps wer
structured into pulsed laser deposited YBa2Cu3O72d thin
films. The angle of incidence was 30±, resulting in a ramp
angle of about 20±. The uniformity of the ramp angle and
surface roughness of the ramp improved significant
In Fig. 8 an AFM micrograph of the ramp, including a
zoom into the ramp area, is given. The ramp is very we
defined: there is no concavity visible in the lower regio
of the ramp. The ramp area is completely smooth.

The surface layer of this ramp is not very likely to
enhance the desired step-flow growth of the barrier, sin
no steps are visible. Therefore, annealing experime
were conducted on these ramps in order to force t
surface to recrystallize. This was done by anneali
the sample slightly below the decomposition line in th
phase diagram (0.1 mbar oxygen pressure, 780±C, for
1 h, subsequently cooled to 450±C, and then cooled to
room temperature in 200 mbar oxygen pressure). T
result is given in Fig. 9. On quite a large area of the ram
faceting is visible, showing steps of unit-cell height. I
this example the ramp is not aligned with the cryst
axis, which explains the short facets. In the experimen
of Verhoeven, a relation was found between alignment
the ramp and the length of the facets in sputtered films11
, No. 11, Nov 1997 2955
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ter extra
FIG. 6. AFM micrographs of a chemically cleaned ramp after a subsequent 50 eV Ar ion clean (left) and the same ramp af
cleaning step and annealing (right).
2956
FIG. 7. Deflection pictures of YBCO film after annealing (left) and after annealing with preceding Ar1 cleaning (right).
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It is expected that the facets in pulsed laser deposi
films will be smaller, because the grain size of PL
films is smaller.

These steps of unit cell height are also an indicatio
that the crystallinity extends all the way to the ram
surface. There is no “damage region” present. Cons
quently, this process leads to clean interfaces. Inde
Josephson junctions made with the hard mask techniq
show lowerRn-values compared to junction with identi-
cal barrier thickness, made by the standard (photore
mask) technique.11 Typical values of theIcRn product
found in Verhoeven’s work, for junctions made with
10% Ga-doped PrBCO barrier and a thickness of 10 n
J. Mater. Res., Vol. 12
ed

n
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are 1.0 mV at 7 K. Here, we obtained for the sam
barrier material, thickness and temperature typicalIcRn

products of 0.8 mV.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Ion milling of the REBa2Cu3O72d surface leads to
changes in surface morphology, leading to the appe
ance of irregularities, as revealed by AFM measur
ments. These irregularities are more pronounced a
recrystallization of the surface by annealing just belo
the decomposition line of the REBa2Cu3O72d. These
irregularities are also present on the ramp surface, wh
, No. 11, Nov 1997
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FIG. 8. Deflection picture of ramp in YBCO, and cross section
zoom on lower part of the ramp.

have been made using a soft mask, due to the relativ
large impact etch angle. Using a hard mask, like Ti
this impact etch angle decreases significantly, leading
a smoother and more homogeneous ramp surface.

The ramp made by the TiN mask shows, in contra
with a photoresist mask, no concavity in the low
region of the ramp. The ramp surface is found to
extremely smooth, and no structures are visible. Af
recrystallization of the surface by annealing, these ram
show unit cell steps, having the ideal properties f
barrier growth. Junctions made with the TiN mask sho
a lower normal resistance compared to junctions w
an identical barrier made with a soft mask, indicatin
cleaner interfaces.
J. Mater. Res., Vol. 1
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FIG. 9. Cross section of zoom on annealed ramp made with T
mask showing unit cell steps.
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